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3 れる日
素晴しい生の演奏を聴きたいさ痛切に忠ふがシャリア になりつ〉あるさは言へ、より以一上の害闘を珠想するに
ピン級が来朝してもこの様な気狂的騒ぎはしない様な時 難くない。
代になりたいものである。ゆったりした心持で曾場にゆ 現代日本の位曾文化なるもの、悪影響の清仁。しかし
き演奏家を親賞したいものであるが・とれも現代日本の と冶に事術運動ぞ志す一人ざしての喜びを鷲見するのは
或る一面を反映してゐるぎ見てよかろう。
ぜめてものなヤきめである。
との度の東京滞在中背築上の新しい知己ぞ得たのは倖私の場合原稿を書〈こさは自分の無能、弱賠を公じす
ひであった。作曲家演奏家の方々さ種々にわたって話公る撲なものであるさ考へてゐたが柿沼主幹から何か書く
交へ七のは良い印象であった。鰐淵氏なぎに色もつぜ新 よう申し渡されにのでそしらばそしれさ思ひ・まさまつ
しいアメリカの股況を詳しく聴きたいぜ思ってゐたが充 七瞳形ぞ以て何ぞ書とうか三考へる飴裕もなくぜりあへ
や断片的ではあるがとれを書き上げ責任をはたし七気軽
牙時間のなかっにのも惜しいこさであつに。
さもかく色々なこさを考へさせられ、めまヤるしい日 Sで．また日本作曲界に進歩性を持立せる矯に必の美〈
を過して色との度の技行は無しいものであったこさを感 しいジャスミンの匂ふ花園の中に我が身をもち運ぱうざ
る。
やる。そして環境が費り風景が建ひ人間の襲飾が遼ふすさ

A Reflection

By Fumio Hayasaka

Although I realize that what I write here might be superfluous, these are my
impressions on my stay in Tokyo... my feelings, a reflection of sorts, and written not only
for my own benefit. Please understand that the various thoughts I write here are
fragmentary and inconsistent, as I am not a theorist and I cannot write in a systematic1
manner. Although this is to be expected, the world of composers as of late is being
presented with great opportunities. The Sapporo music community (of which we form the
core, if indeed we can be called “the music community”) remains peaceful and untouched
by the waves of journalism. Being of an age where I should seriously think about my
composing, I traveled from this community in Sapporo to visit with the Tokyo music
community and saw the attractions of the metropolis. It's no mystery and indeed
unquestionable that I was certainly influenced, in both positive and negative ways. It still
would have been joyful even if it was just a superficial [excursion]—and the details are of
no real consequence; but it was refreshing2 to be able to learn about the trends in the
music community there and about the meager atmosphere, from the point of view of a
composer.
Without bothering to rehash the miserable comparisons between the Tokyo and
European music communities, the meager quality of the Tokyo music community is
sufficiently depressing for those in the know.
We have given serious consideration to, reflected upon, expressed, and worked hard to
raise the level of our musical aptitude with all sincerity, in order to establish a progression
in our own art. I believed that as the Tokyo composing world offers the stimulation
provided by many diverse musical organizations, they should be more devoted to and
passionate about their art than we are. However, we were wrong. Our expectations were
greatly disappointed. In fact, I found that there really isn't much of a difference between
the composers in Tokyo and those in Sapporo, where I have been making my living. The
Tokyo music community must have no idea how much we needed the stimulation there. I
had believed that as the composers in Sapporo are unaffected by journalism and thus

1
2

Literally, "theoretical" (riron-teki-ni).
Literally, “a refreshing (or pleasant) harvest” (kokoroyoi shuukaku).

have been in a very good environment, with positive results. Owing to this fortuitous fact,
we have been able to give consideration to and create our works freely. Still, I am now
confused as to whether to feel happy about the music community in Tokyo3 or to be
saddened by it. The irony of the matter is that they have4 clearly led us to an awareness of
the purity and sincerity of the art we pursue. The more that I love the community of
musicians and want to nurture them as one of their own, I am aggravated by these
confusing feelings. That said, as a point of reflection, I am thankful for having come to a
firmer realization that within the compulsion towards being passionate about what one
creates, one should look upon and be critical of oneself in a detached manner5, rather
than just blindly believing that it must be so. If the music community in Tokyo was like
that of Europe, the fighting spirit of the community would have been crushed and
blinded; so it is thankful for me that the music community in Tokyo is not like that.
The music community6 will eventually be perfected and rise to a higher level of quality.
It goes without saying that it is the composers who will play a large part in this.
When looking over the world of composers, I can certainly tell that each composer
carries no small passion for creating music; but when taking a uniform look over the
entirety, the atmosphere bubbling upward from the community seems to lack in strength.
There seems to be a lack of variation in color and flavor7.
I want to see more commanding performances than ever before, and a clear direction.
Though each composer's association is involved in their own activities, when looking at
the question of how significant of a result these activities will bring in the future from the
standpoint of each composer, I would say that just about everyone is aware of this issue.
Being unaware of the reality will lead to the halt of progress in the arts.
It seems that this is a weak area, based on my impression of the entire world of
3

“In Tokyo” is an interpolation based on context. It seems likely that he is speaking of his
feelings towards the Tokyo music community, as they have inadvertently influenced the Sapporo
music community due to their failings, which Hayasaka mentions here. However, this could be
interpreted to read that he is unsure whether the feel happy or sad for his own (Sapporo’s) music
community, as they have indirectly benefitted from knowing about the problems with the Tokyo
music community, and thus may feel more reassured that their own community is on the right
track.
4
Or perhaps, "their failings have".
5
Or, “with a cool head”.
6
Possibly the Sapporo music community, but more likely Hayasaka is referring to the music
community in its entirety.
7
Literally, "scent" (nioi).

composers.
Even though composers might do their best to reach out to their audience, they must
be aware of and get a grasp on what modern Japanese composers need to be writing, so as
not to be deceived.
One might go to great expense and hold a composer's recital that does not feature
artistic work worth the occasion, but I doubt whether this will be superior in terms of its
results and contents. Composer recitals are necessary, but no one writes a piece just for
recitals. Anyway, the fact is that composers just have too many big dreams. There are very
few people who have a good grasp of their artistic tendencies.
This is not something that can be qualified by emotions and rationality。Rather, it is
shaped by the mystery and uniqueness of the artist. All art is brought to life through the
singularity of the artist (the soul that resides within him). The reason why there are so few
talented composers is because artistic tendencies are not something you can obtain
through study—they are innate. It is ridiculous to see that there is a balance being
maintained between talented composers and those who are not8, who are both holding
ineffective recitals.
If composers could reach greatness through study (efforts made to learn), the music
that they write would be devoid of humanity9.
Jacques Ibert's famous words are a lie. If pieces require “99% perspiration”, they will
wither away 10 . Music that is devoid of liveliness is not likely to be listened to.
Fundamentally speaking, one's efforts spring forth from aptitude. My view is that it is
99% inspiration (the pure inner aptitude of the composer) and 1% perspiration.
There are many impure composers like Ladmirault and Honegger11, whose works grow
in interest the more they are listened to; but I think that there is a deep artistic meaning
to the existence of composers on the completely opposite pole like Satie, who wrote only
with the purest of what they possessed. Although such composers do not contribute12 to
8

The original Japanese can be interpreted in various ways, but it seems likely that Hayasaka is
referring to the contrast of composers who have talent but no money, as opposed to untalented
composers who have money but talent, both holding composer recitals.
9
Or, "soulless".
10
Literally, "die".
11
The original Japanese reads "Miroo-Onegaa", which is likely a reference to period composers
Paul Ladmirault and Arthur Honegger.
12
Literally, “a loss to society”. This most likely refers to the thought that purely artistic works
do not contribute to the public interest at large.

society , the life of their works is eternal. That said13, there are far too many impurities in
Japanese composers as well. If composers who call themselves such would take the time to
research Satie's work, they would understand what I mean by the pure inspiration inside
of them. Although I may be wielding a double-edged sword14 to say this, from the
composer's point of view, as Satie's work excels so greatly and is quite singular in nature,
one can gain remarkable clues from his attitude towards creating music.
When composers have expended a tremendous amount of effort in completing a piece
and then reflect upon that work, they must realize that it was by far the influence of
inspiration that allowed them to complete the task. I put my foot down when I say that
composers who do not come to this realization are merely frigid composers who have not
the least bit of perception. It is odd to see so many impure Japanese composers who are
also frigid.
We can see that the world of modern composers in Japan have the desire to forge a new
path, but there is a danger in expecting that it will happen; yet it would be fortunate if it
truly did come to reality.
As someone who wishes to leave behind his footsteps for a more perfect era, I would
like for all of my fellow composers to consider this together with me as we move onwards.
I feel offended by the words of the writer of a certain magazine, who had recently
described me as "a spectacular find".
Although that's something that journalists might say, people who have no knowledge of
me might read this and build their own preconceived notions of who they imagine me to
be. Such notions are far from the essence of what I am. As such, being a man who highly
respects sincerity, hearing the words “a spectacular find” is not a thing of gladness, but
rather of distress.
I can understand the feelings of those artists who aspire to selling themselves in the
throes of journalism. However, in regard to our community of musicians, who are still in
the midst of progress, we cannot condone such behavior15.
13

Added by the translator to indicate a break in thought. Hayasaka did not bother to add
conjunctions to connect his thoughts in many places in this essay; and the only breaks in
paragraphs are the ones made by the publisher of the printed edition (which may or may not have
been present in the original manuscript, presumably handwritten). I have observed the paragraph
breaks in the printed edition in this translation.
14
Literally, “this is accompanied by considerable danger”.
15
Literally, "phenomenon".

If we desire for our work to be understood, our work will not be understood in the
truest sense by riding the waves of journalism. There lies a clever way to use journalism by
recognizing the dangers and handling it as one method; but I'd like to reflect upon the
fact that many composers have recognized this and failed, which plainly gives credence to
what I am saying.
Journalism is a fearful thing. There are many people in our society that are clueless
when it comes to music.
I would like to see journalists approach composers with more goodwill and
open-mindedness, so that composers will be understood by the members of our society.
I was delighted that the our community's new orchestra played "The Fountains of
Rome" by Respighi for us at their January concert16. As for the quality of the performance,
much has been said; but their attitude towards playing contemporary classical music is
certainly favorable. We will certainly extend our support in whatever means possible. The
next thing that could be said (which actually applies to the entirety) is that the conductor
must give some thought to the purpose and necessity behind playing contemporary
classical music.
It often happens that the conductor falls into the same old rut, making the music lose
its effectiveness, but this is certainly a problem to bear in mind.
My heart is greatly aching to hear some wonderful live performances. Having said that,
I want to see the time come when the masses don't get so insanely excited about someone
of Shalyapin's caliber coming to Japan. We might say that kind of uproar reflects one facet
of modern Japan, even though I think it better to go to the concert venue and listen to
those performing with a feeling of ease.
I feel that it was quite fortunate for me to have acquired a new musical self during my
stay in Tokyo this time. I had a favorable impression of those composers and performers
with whom I was able to exchange conversation with on a variety of topics. Although I
wanted to ask Wanibuchi more about the situation in America, I regret that there wasn't
enough time.
At any rate, although I was given many things to think about and each day passed by at
a dizzying pace, I enjoyed the trip this time. I learned that one can create good work with
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The original Japanese reads "ichi-gatsu-teiki" (concerts held every January), but could also be
read as "hito-tsuki-teiki" (concerts held every month). The former seems more likely.

a change of environment, different scenery, and seeing the different things that adorn the
lives in which the composers live. I was left with many impressions during my visit to
Tokyo. Aside from those related to music, this trip caused me to see the reality of culture
in particular, which struck me.
I saw the core of Japanese culture, the crisis of mentality which we must be firmly aware
of as composers.
I felt that we must re-evaluate our deeply rooted national traditions. What percentage
of modern Japanese people will pay heed to what we are asserting, in regard to the trends?
Even though this may make its mark in history, and the time is coming when real value
that carries realism will be understood, it is not hard to imagine an even greater struggle
occurring due to the negative influences from modern Japanese social culture. That said,
at least I can be consoled by the happiness I find in this, as a member of the artistic
movement.
I had believed that writing a paper would be like publicizing my own incompetence and
weaknesses. That said, I am writing this under the request of director Kakinuma, so I just
resolved to do it anyway, even though I had no time to really think about what to write
and how to put it together. It's all very fragmentary, but I can say that I feel much lighter
now that I have fulfilled this responsibility. Now I can rest on my laurels, being within a
garden with the beautiful scents of jasmine in my mind, in the thought that this is for the
progress of composers in Japan.

Translation: Jeff Chapman

